Abstract-Position and orientation of indoor mobile robots must be obtained real timely during operation in structured industrial environment, so as to ensure the security and efficiency of cargo transportation and assembly precision. But for such a large-scale space, only 2-D coordinates and heading angle of the mobile robot can be measured with a relatively low precision in current major methods. This paper presents a novel method for 3-D position and orientation measurement of indoor mobile robot. In this method, a rotary-laser transmitter is utilized, which is mounted on the indoor mobile robot measuring the scanning angles relative to photoelectric artificial landmarks and obtaining its own 3-D space location information. The landmarks whose coordinates in navigation frame should be precalibrated are distributed at the most appropriate positions of the structured industrial environment. On the basis of that, an algorithm of multiangle intersection was established and in-depth discussed to solve transmitter's spatial position and orientation. Experimental results show that, in an 8 m × 6 m × 2.5 m working volume, transmitter's position, and orientation measurement accuracy of proposed method were higher than 3.8 mm and 0.104°, respectively. It demonstrates that the proposed method is reliable and flexible for indoor mobile robot navigation tasks and the measurement accuracy can be further improved by increasing layout density of landmarks.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NDOOR mobile robot is widely used in industrial applications such as cargo handling in vacuum cleaner platform [1] , automated manufacture [2] , large aerospace structures assembly [3] , and so on. Accurate position and orientation data of the mobile robot platform are a basis of subsequent precise motion control and path planning in navigation process. In general, the position and orientation measurement methods for indoor mobile robot can be divided into two categories: 1) dead reckon and 2) absolute locating [4] . Dead reckon methods such as measurement by inertial measurement unit [5] or odometer [6] need neither external information nor radiate information outward, it can provide locating service for mobile robot independently, covertly, and continuously [7] . However, the measurement errors of dead reckon method are accumulated over time and this feature limits its application in navigation field. Thus, the data acquisition of mobile robots' position and orientation relies more on absolute locating methods.
Many research attentions about absolute locating methods have been received and as a result, significant advances have been made on this front. Among them, many methods based on landmarks have been provided for indoor mobile robot navigation applications such as vision [8] , [9] , ultrasonic [10] - [12] , and other wireless positioning techniques [13] . However, the traditional and existing methods mostly suffer the limitations of low accuracy, low data-updating rate, and the multipath effect. Simultaneously, most of them cannot provide 3-D position and orientation service, which is tough to meet the requirements of modern indoor mobile robot navigation.
In recent decades, photoelectric measurement technology has developed rapidly and has been successfully demonstrated to serve in industrial environments. Based on this principle, intensive research efforts have been conducted and several alternative methods and devices have been proposed. The laser tracker is an off-the-shelf device, which is extensively applied in large-scale applications with flexibility, real-time 3-D coordinate measurement, and excellent accuracy. However, it is hard to be applied to indoor mobile robot navigation due to the lack of the ability to detect multiple targets simultaneously and does not allow for visibility restriction during the measurement; The vision with chargecoupled device sensors is a noncontact sensing method in which it is possible to obtain the necessary input information for computing the dynamic parameters of a moving object without disturbing the system. Although it is relatively cost effective, it could not provide 360°direction measurement and does not fit a changing background. It is also hard to identify the object's dynamics only based on the vision sensors [14] . The laser radar developed in [15] and [16] is a kind of popular positioning device. It scans its surroundings 2-D with a radial field of vision using infrared laser beams. It has been extensively applied in indoor mobile robots in industrial structured environment with its flexibility, real-time measurement, and low cost. However, 0018 -9456 © 2015 IEEE. Translations and content mining are permitted for academic research only. Personal use is also permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission. See http://www.ieee.org/publications_standards/publications/rights/index.html for more information. in some scenarios such as the high-precision assembly and docking procedure of large parts of the aircraft [17] , the laser radar is unable to obtain the position and orientation of the mobile platform simultaneously and difficult to achieve a high accuracy with alto frequency. Table I shows the position accuracy comparison of some different dynamic measurement systems [18] - [21] .
In this paper, aiming at the indoor mobile robot location problem in navigation process, a novel 3-D position and orientation measurement method based on photoelectric scanning principle was presented. This method is implemented by a rotary-laser transmitter mounted on the mobile robot and several photoelectric receivers as landmark distributed at the fixed positions. When the indoor mobile robot moves in the structured environment with the transmitter's measuring unit rotating in a fixed speed, scanning angles of the receivers relative to the transmitter are obtained by the system. If the laser planes can detect enough receivers, the 3-D coordinates and orientation angles of the transmitter can be calculated. By this method, the robot can see 360°around itself without limitation and the landmark receivers can be arranged at the position which has a good sight to the transmitter. In addition, since the communication is one way and all the process of signal perception are in the receiver side, navigation system does not need to deal with reflection signals, which is different from laser radar in principle and suppresses the multipath effect [22] in a certain extent. Therefore, the proposed method is considered as a faster, easier, and more efficient solution for indoor mobile robot's position and orientation measurement. This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the system composition and the working principle, including the obtaining method of scanning angles and the basic measurement model of the transmitter. Section III presents the mathematical solving method of the position and orientation, including the optimization calculation method and analysis of the initial iteration value. In Section IV, based on a precision linear guide and multitooth indexing table, experiments were performed to verify the repeatability and accuracy of the proposed method. Finally, in Section V, the conclusion and a brief overview of future improvements are presented.
II. PRINCIPLE OF MEASUREMENT
A. System Composition and Working Principle
As shown in Fig. 1 , the system is composed of the following parts: the rotary-laser transmitter [23] , the photoelectric receivers as landmark, the signal preprocessor, and the terminal computer. Fig. 2 gives a schematic about the structure of transmitters and receivers of the transmitter and receiver. The transmitter mainly consists of a stationary base and the rotor. During the measurement process, the rotor keeps rotating and emitting optical signals to 360°direction space which can be captured by the receivers. After receivers receive these signals, the preprocessors analysis these signals and transmit the processing results to the terminal computer for final calculation. With the rotating head of the transmitter spinning at a predefined speed of approximately 60 πrad/s in anticlockwise direction, the transmitter generates three laser signals that provide plenty of optical messages for measurement. They are two nonparallel planar laser beams and a cyclical omni-directional laser strobe. The two nonparallel planar laser beams are with different tilt angles rotating around the shaft in uniform motion. Simultaneously, the transmitter sends synchronous laser strobe as marks to scan in the measurement space when it rotates to a predefined position of every cycle.
The photoelectric receiver is made into a spherical component, with radius of 1.5 in for convenience when comparing the accuracy with the laser tracker. It can capture all of the three optical signals from the transmitter by its inside p-i-n diode and its internal circuits make sure the signals are adequately amplified and filtered. Then, the signals having been photo-electrically converted are sent to the signal preprocessor. As an important part of solution, the signal preprocessor with high-precision timing unit identifies different kind of electrical signals by pulsewidth and records the time interval between different laser planes and the synchronized laser strobes. The schematics are shown in Fig. 3 .
Thus, this location method is based on precise scanning angle measurement that is different from laser radar in principle [24] . Assuming that the moment when the receiver capture the synchronized laser signal is t 0 and that when it captures the two scanning signals are t 1 and t 2 , respectively, as the rotating speed is a constant value ω, then the scanning angle θ 1 of laser plane 1 from the initial position to the position when it passes through the receiver can be expressed as
In the same way, to laser plane 2
As can be observed from (1) and (2), the measurement accuracy of the scanning angle completely depends on the rotating speed and the timing moments. The control system built-in the transmitter has the ability to maintain a constant rotating speed and the preprocessor also keeps providing precision timing services. Thus, in the premise of achieving the same accuracy and comparing with other angle measuring methods [21] - [25] , this method does not rely on the high-precision encoder and getting rid of the cumbersome calibration process, which makes our transmitter more cost effective and easy to be manufactured. In addition, by the means of increasing the optical power of the laser module, the measurement range can be expanded to meet the actual demand in large spatial navigation task.
What is more, as the frequency of the synchronous laser strobe reflects the rotating speed of the transmitter directly, if more than two transmitters keep working simultaneously, they could be identified by the receiving and signal processing parts according to their different synchronous laser strobe frequencies. This feature makes both the landmark receivers and the transmitters expandable in quantity and endow this system the ability to support multiple tasks.
B. Basic Measurement Model of the Transmitter
As described in Section II-A, the scanning angles of the transmitter's rotary-laser planes can be obtained by a receiver. For position and orientation measurement of the transmitter fixed on the mobile robot, combined with several receivers as landmarks distributed at the fixed positions, the plane constraints based on the measurement model were introduced.
As shown in determined by the right hand rule. When the rotor head is at the initial position, the two laser plane equations can be written as
where
T are precalibrated coefficients of laser planes 1 and 2, respectively. When the rotator head has rotated θ m degrees from the initial position, the laser planes pass through the receiver and the following equations are established:
where R(θ m ) is the rotation matrix around Z -axis. According to the space rigid body transformation theory [26] , as there is no rotary motion along X-axis and Y -axis, the rotation matrix with the rotation angle θ m can be written as
Therefore, the measuring model of single transmitterreceiver pair is based on the double-plane constraint as mentioned above. As the navigation frame can be set anywhere as global frame according to users' needs, if the transmitter detects multiple landmarks whose coordinates in the navigation frame are predefined, it is able to calculate the position and orientation of the indoor mobile robot by an efficient and fast algorithm.
III. POSITION AND ORIENTATION MEASURING ALGORITHM
A. Three-Landmarks Point Position and Orientation Calculation Method
According to the navigation coordinate frame O − X n Y n Z n and the transmitter body frame
in Section II-B, the relationship of the same point P i between the two different coordinate frames can be expressed as follows: 
Substituting the different coordinate vectors into the conversion equations (6), and according to (7), they could be expressed as
Assuming that
By the x component of the three corresponding equations in (8) , the vector [r 1 r 2 r 3 ] can be obtained by solving the following linear equation set as:
Similarly, R 2 could be solved by y component. Since the coordinate system is orthogonal, R 3 could be obtained by cross multiplication of R 1 and R 2 as
If the orientation transformation matrix C n b has been determined, the three orientation angles of the transmitter are determined naturally which is represented as yaw (ψ), pitch (θ), and roll (γ ). The relationship between the three orientation angles and the orientation transformation matrix C n b is shown as
Then, the translation matrix T n b can be obtained easily by averaging the three pairs of corresponding point vectors
B. Multilandmarks Position and Orientation Calculation Method
If the transmitter detects more than three receivers, the problem of determining the conversion matrix [C n b T n b ] by multiple pairs of corresponding points can be converted to the least squares problem. Thus, the objective function is defined min F = where
The necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
is |S| = 0 which illustrates that the four points in space cannot be coplanar.
Based on the discussion above, if the number of the corresponding point is more than four, the calculation accuracy could be improved theoretically and the solutions can be obtained by least-squares linear regression [27] 
i represents the number of corresponding points and i > 4. However, the solutions obtained by (18) are not the optimal ones to determine the correspondence between two coordinate frames, for C n b does not satisfy the orthogonal constraints. Thus, the following least squares problem with orthogonal constraints is introduced:
constructing the orthogonal constraint as the following functions:
(22)
Converting the constrained optimal objective function into unconstrained optimal objective function by penalty function method
where M is the penalty factor to control the error magnitude for solving C n b . As described above, to measure the position and orientation of a moving object needs numbers of landmark control points whose coordinates are known in two coordinate frames. The coordinates of the landmarks in the navigation coordinate frame are calibrated accurately before the navigation task, thus to obtain the position and orientation angles of the transmitter, calculating the coordinates of the landmarks in the transmitter body frame is needed.
Assuming there are a number of laser planes swept over the landmark receivers whose coordinates as unknown in transmitter body frame are denoted by [x b i y b i z b i ] T , based on the double-plane constraints discussed in Section II, when the laser planes pass through the receivers, the following equations are listed:
Among them, L i j is the distance between any two different landmarks. Assuming that there are i landmark receivers receiving the laser signals from the transmitter, the unknown quantities P i which are to be determined include 3i parameters as [x i y i z i ] T . From (3), each transmitter-receiver pair gives two plane-constraint equations and among the receivers, any two receivers give one distance-constraint equation. Thus, at least plane-constraint equations and (1/2)i (i − 1) distanceconstraint equations can be established totally as (23) . For obtaining the solutions, it must be ensured that the condition that (1/2)i (i − 1) + 2i ≥ 3i is satisfied which is equivalent to i ≥ 3. Based on the discussion above and (24), the coordinates of corresponding landmarks can be calculated by minimizing the following function:
Similar with (23) , N represents the number of the landmark receivers to be detected. M is the penalty factor and both of them are nonlinear minimization problem, which can be solved by the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm [28] .
C. Analysis of the Initial Iteration Value
Levenberg-Marquardt is a kind of least squares fitting method whose solution is obtained by iterative method. When using this method, a good initial value must be provided and it should be as much as possible in the vicinity of the true value, otherwise the result may converge to the other extreme points or even cannot converge. From what have been discussed above, solving the coordinate of the landmarks in the transmitter body frame is the premise of estimating the position and orientation of the transmitter. Thus, to obtain the initial iteration value, this paper utilizes the feature that the transmitter has the ability of measuring the approximate horizontal and vertical angles of the landmark. The method is shown as follows.
As mentioned, one of the laser plane coefficients When the two laser planes pass through the landmark P i one by one, respectively, at different times, they intersect to form a straight line from the origin of the transmitter body coordinate frame to P i as shown in Fig. 5 . Assuming the direction vector of this straight line is denoted as l i , it can be expressed as
where n i1 and n i2 are two normal vectors of the transmitter laser planes. And the horizontal angle α and vertical angle β can be represented as:
If the approximate distances between the landmarks and the transmitter are known which is denoted as d i , the approximate coordinateP i as initial iteration can be obtained by the following expressions:
As the most basic case that the transmitter can detect only three landmark receivers, d i can be calculated by solving the following equations:
represents the angle between any two lines; L i j is the distance between different landmarks which is precalibrated. Obviously, there are three unknowns in (29) , which has certain solutions theoretically. However, this calculation method presents multiple roots which cannot be distinguished directly [8] . Yet as the mobile robot moving in a structural industrial field, there is some prior knowledge of the working environment such as the differences of distance between different landmarks to the transmitter and the dynamic states at previous times. The error solution can eliminated by this information which is described in detail below.
The working process of the mobile robot can be divided into two main phases: 1) initialization phase and 2) running phase. In the initialization phase, the transmitter on the mobile robot usually remains stationary at a fixed position and this moment is regarded as t 0 . Based on the prior knowledge in the space, the approximate distances at this moment from the transmitter to different landmarks can be known in advance or easily obtained by other ranging instruments such as portable laser rangefinder or ultrasonic rangefinder [29] . As the different roots of the distances mentioned above vary greatly with each other, the true solution can be easily selected by this method. In the running phase, as the mobile robot keeps moving in continuous mode, the output results of adjacent moments have strong correlation with each other. To obtain a sufficient number of measurement dates, the sampling period T should be set quite short. Simultaneously, to ensure operating safely in the industrial environment, the mobile robot does not need to move quickly. According to the formula s = v · T , as the mobile robot's moving velocity does not exceed 200 mm/s generally and the sampling period of the signal preprocessor is not slower than 0.1 s, logically its moving distance between two adjacent measurement results updating moments must be less than 0.02 m. Since this distance is relatively short, the true coordinates calculated from the previous moment can be used as the initial iteration value for the calculation in next moment. Thus, the determining process of the initial value in the two phases can be summarized as (30) , and Fig. 6 gives a schematic illustration of the discussion above
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Setup of the Verification Platform
To adequately verify the proposed algorithm, two independent experiments were designed to test the accuracy of position and orientation measurement. The transmitter and the landmark receiver are shown in Fig. 7 .
As shown in Fig. 8 , the measurement system includes one transmitter, six Receivers, and one signal preprocessor, which were designed and manufactured by Tianjin University, China. The accuracy of transmitter's scanning angle measurement is within ±2 . By means of calibration, the plane coefficients of the transmitter's laser planes were precalibrated as ⎡
The angular velocity of transmitter's rotating head was set as ω = 60 πrad/s. To verify the accuracy of position and orientation measurement, a linear guide with moving stage and a multitooth indexing table were also introduced.
For measuring the position and orientation of the transmitter, numbers of receivers were put at the positions whose coordinates were fixed in the experimental field. According to the algorithm presented above, more than three noncollinear receivers should be detected. Without loss of generality and as a basic condition, six landmark receivers were used as landmark and their coordinate calibration in navigation frame was accomplished by the Leica AT901-LR laser tracker. The calibration result is listed in Table II , and the instruments in this verification platform are arranged, as shown in Fig. 8 . It is important to note that as the receiver and the processor identify different transmitters by their rotating speed, to ensure their anti-interference performance and prevent the misrecognition phenomenon, we put the transmitter B in the experimental site and regard it as the sources of interference for simulating the multitasking navigation scenarios. Under such conditions, transmitter A would be tested and the experiments were carried out as follows.
B. Verification of the Position Measurement Accuracy
Comparative experiments of position measurement in three spatial directions were performed to verify the feasibility and the accuracy of the proposed method, which is shown in Fig. 9 . The distance between the three landmark receivers and the transmitter is about 5 m in 8 m×6 m×2.5 m volume and the navigation coordinate frame was set up on the laser tracker. One spherically mounted reflector (SMR) on the transmitter was tracked, which is convenient to compare the measuring result with the laser tracker as a standard. During this experiment, a precision linear guide with movement stage which simulates the movement of mobile robot was used to keep the transmitter trajectory a straight line in two directions (X n and Y n directions, respectively). In each direction, the transmitter on the movement stage was moved along the guide with the same distance to numbers of successive positions and obtained the current coordinates through the proposed algorithm.
As an evaluation basis of coordinate measurement accuracy, repeatability experiment is necessary [30] . To verify the measurement stability, the coordinates of the transmitter at a fixed position were measured 500 times with the interval of 1 s repeatedly and recorded the coordinate measuring result. The comparison results are shown in Table III . The standard deviations of the coordinate measurement in the three direc- tions were 0.050, 0.606, and 0.091 mm, respectively. And the deviations between the maximum and minimum value were 0.187, 1.658, and 0.475 mm, respectively. From the results above, it could be seen that the error in Y n -direction is much larger than that in X n and Z n directions, this is attributed to the fact that the proposed method is essentially based on the measurement of scanning angles, which provides a weak constraint in Y b -direction and makes the accuracy in this direction more sensitive to that of the scanning angle measurement [30] . Then, the measurement error propagated through the coordinate transformation from the transmitter frame to the navigation frame.
With the transmitter and the SMR fixed together as a rigid body on the linear guide, their moving distance error was inspected simultaneously. In the premise that the repeatability of position measurement was in a relatively low range, if the method proposed before can reach a high-positioning accuracy, their moving distance should be the same as far as possible. The motion stage moved along the X n -direction approximate every 100 mm from the starting position and each movement distance was recorded by the laser tracker. The comparison of distance measurement in the X n -direction was also performed in the same way. As the guide is less than 1.5-m long, each movement distance was measured 10 times by three landmarks, four landmarks, and six landmarks, respectively, and the comparison results are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 .
From Figs. 10 and 11, it is clear that taking the laser tracker as a standard in experiment, by three-point coordinate calculation algorithm, the maximum distance errors are 3.8 and 2.4 mm, respectively, along the X n -direction and the Y n -direction. The ones calculated by four-point and six-point coordinate conversion algorithm are relatively further smaller, which shows that using more landmarks could improve the positioning accuracy in a certain extent. Since it is hard to ensure that the center position of the landmark receiver be absolutely at the same position with the one of the SMR, the final measuring error in this magnitude is quite acceptable. In summary, this result could demonstrate that the proposed method is effective which can be used in the mobile robot positioning tasks with high accuracy.
C. Verification of the Orientation Measurement Accuracy
For orientation measurement, the proposed method was validated by measuring the Euler angles relative to the navigation frame and comparing the results with that measured by the laser tracker. The schematic is shown in Fig. 12 .
As the position measuring verification experiment, the repeatability of orientation measurement with the proposed method should also be evaluated. The three Euler angles along with the axis of the navigation frame were measured and calculated 500 times repeatedly, and the results are shown in Table III . As shown in Table IV , the standard deviations of the orientation angles are 0.0076°, 0.004°, and 0.0015°, respectively. It can be seen from the results that the angle measuring repeatability errors in three directions were all quite small. Although yaw error is relatively larger, this magnitude of orientation accuracy can be guaranteed in dozens of arc seconds [31] .
According to the same evaluation method with position measurement, it is hard to obtain the true absolute orientation angles of the transmitter directly. However, as most mobile robots working on the ground, the heading angle along with the rotation axis of the transmitter is significant whose accuracy needs to be guaranteed adequately. The pitch and roll of the transmitter are relatively small during its smoothly running process. Thus, the orientation measurement accuracy was mainly inspected under the condition of changing the transmitter's heading angles by multitooth indexing table and compared the results with laser tracker. The experiment is described as below: first, the transmitter was put on a multitooth indexing table whose angle repeatability accuracy is 0.6 for convenient rotation along with the transmitter's shaft which simulated the variation of the heading angle during mobile robot working. Three SMRs were attached to the transmitter body which can form a new coordinate frame O t − X t Y t Z t by direct coordinate measurement using the laser tracker. The schematic is shown in Fig. 12 . As the transmitter and the three SMRs fixed on its stationary base which constituted a rigid body, together with the table rotating different heading angles, the rotational relationship between the transmitter frame, and the custom coordinate frame should be determined and constant. The Euler angles measured by this Fig. 13 . In this figure, the X-axis represents each rotation step (5°) of the multitooth indexing table, and the Y -axis represents the deviation of rotation angle whose resolution is 0.05°. The maximum deviations of yaw, pitch, and roll were 0.029°, 0.104°, and 0.039°, respectively. As can be observed in Fig. 13 , the deviation of pitch presents drift upward trend with the increase of angular positions and in contrast, the yaw and roll changed relatively smaller. However, no matter how obvious the drift trend measurement results will appear, the accuracy of our orientation measurement method fully meets the requirements of attitude monitoring during its working in real time [32] .
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
A new method with a relative high accuracy for measuring the position and orientation of a mobile robot in 3-D space has been proposed. This method utilizes a transmitter with two rotary laser planes mounted on the mobile robot and several photoelectric receivers as landmark distributed in the industrial environment. The measurement principle is expounded in detail, including the scanning angle measurement and the iterative solution algorithm based on multiplane constraint. The feasibility and accuracy of this position and orientation measurement method are verified by the laser tracker in comparison experiments. The results obviously demonstrate the flexibility and superiority of this method to other location systems which satisfies most mobile robot navigation tasks.
In the field of position and orientation measurement of moving target, laser tracker is an ideal instrument with its excellent accuracy and dynamic performance. But compared with the method which was proposed in this paper, its high cost and single task work cause that it could not be widely used in the field of mobile robot navigation. In addition, in the applications in large scale space and multitasking measuring environment, our method depends on increasing the landmark receivers to expand the measurement volume that is different from the indoor GPS system and avoids the complicated global orientation process. Furthermore, the landmark receivers can be put anywhere according to the navigation tasks, this feature make the light blocking problem be weakened which is superior to other optical and photoelectric measurement methods.
For practical applications, as the method requires clear line of sight to be ensured between the transmitter and the receivers, the landmark receivers could be put at the most suitable locations that are influenced little by other obstructions. Also for avoiding the occlusion phenomenon as much as possible, large number of receivers could be laid, which reduces the possibility of robots into the blind. About other respects of the proposed method, some more digging and detailed efforts are needed such as the ways to increase the measurement range and frequency and make the volume of transmitter smaller. And how to improve the measurement stability and locating accuracy in pure dynamic state should also be further studied in coming days. In addition, as the experiment result shows that using more landmarks can improve the measurement accuracy to some extent, how to set their quantity and position distribution in industrial site is also a key issue. About the hardware design optimization of whole system, there still exist some shortcomings. For example, the wired connection between the landmark receivers and the signal processor is some cumbersome. However, it is still being tested in the experimental condition. In coming days, we will connect each part of the system wirelessly and make this method more suitable for practical application.
